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WINDTUNNELTEST OF THE 0.019 SCALE
SPACESHUTTLEINTEGRATEDVEHICLE (MODEL14-OTS)
IN THE CALSPAN8-FOOT IRANSONICWINDTUNNEL
(IA36)
R. B. Hardin, R. R. Burrows, Rockwell International
ABSTRACT
This report contains information concerning a wind tunnel test of
the 0.019 scale Space Shuttle Integrated Vehicle in the CALSPAN8-foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel. The test started 15 June 1973 and ended 22 June
1973 for a total of 80.5 charge hours. The test identification number
is IA36.
The purpose of this test was to determine the effect of cold jet gas
plumes generated from MPSand SRMnozzles on I) six-component force and
moment data, 2) wing static pressures, 3) wing hinge moment, 4) elevon
hinge moment, 5) rudder hinge moment, and 6) orbiter MPSnozzle pressure
loads. The effects of rudder deflection, nozzle gimbal angle, and plume
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AbAcPS Attitude control propulsionsystem base
area, ft2 (total for two)
AbEOHT External tank tRtal base area (cavity plus
model base), ft_
Base area of orbital maneuveringsystem
AboMs (minus projectedarea of OMS nozzle), ft2
(totalfor two)
i AboMsN Nozzle exit area of OMS, ftZ (total for two)
: AboRB Total orbiter base area (minu_ projected
exit area of MPS nozzles), ftL
AbsRM SRM shroud base area (minus projected
nozzle exit area), (total for two), ft_
ACEOHT External tank cavity area, ft2
ACORB Orbiter cavity area, ft2
ACSRM SRM cavity area, ft2 (total for two)
Total exit area of (3) orbiter MPS nozzles,
ANORB ft2
ANSRM Total exit area of (2) SRM nozzles,ft2
a Distance from Nl gage to MRP (positive
forward of MRP), inches
b BREF Wing span or referencespan; m, ft
bw Orbiter exposed wing panel semi-span
(distancefrom exposed root chord to tip
chord), inches
_e Elevon M.A.C. length,inches
c.g. Center of gravity






CABAL Balance chord force coefficient (uncorrected)
CAbAcPS Attitude control maneuvering system basechord force c efficient
CAbEoHT External tank base chord force vefficient(based on AbEOHT_
C* External tank base cho,d force coefficient
AbEOHT (basedon ACEOHT)
I
CAboMS Orbital maneuveringsystem base chord forcei coefficient
CAboMsN Orbital maneuveringsystem nozzle basechord force co fficient
CAboRB Orbiter base chord force coefficient (basedon AbORB)
CXboRB_ Orbiter base chord force coefficient (based
on ACORB)
SRM base chord force coefficient (based on
CAbsRM Abs_)
* SRM base chord force coefficient (based on
CAbsRM ACSRM)
CACEoHT External tank cavity chord force coefficient(cor ectedto b se pressure)
Extern_,ltcnk cavity chord force coefficient
C-CEOHT (based on ACEOHT and EOHT cavity pressures)
CACoRB Orbiter cavity chord force coefficient(corr ctedto base pressure)
Orbiter cavity chord force coefficient
C"CoRB (based on and orbiter cavity
pressures) ACORB






SRMcavity chord force coeff_:ient (based
C_CsRM on ACSRMand SRMcavity pressures)
CANoRB Orbiter nozzle chord force coefficient
SRM nozzle chord force coefficient
CANsRM
CAf CAF Ascent vehicle forebody chord forcecoefficient
CAT CA Ascent vehicle total chord force coefficient
C_ CBL Ascent vehicle rolling moment coefficient
CBw CBW Wing bending moment coefficientabout
exposed root chord
CFR CFR ResultanLforce of the normal force and side
force for the nRzzle, based on a reference
area of 49.4 ftc
CH CHEf Inboardelevon hinge moment coefficient
el
CH CHEO Outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
eo
CH Total elevon hinge moment coefficient,
et CH +
eI CHe0
CHr CHR Rudder hinge moment coefficient
CHw CHW Wing torsionalmoment coefficient
CMR CMR Resultantmoment of the pitching moment and
yawing moment for the nozRle, based on a
referencearea of 49.4 ft_
Cmf CLMF Ascent vehicle forebody pitching moment
coefficient
Cmt CLM Ascent vehicle total pitching moment
coefficient
lO







CmBAL Balance pitching moment coefficient
CN CN Ascent vehicle normal force coefficient
CNw CNW Normal force coefficient on one exposed
wing panel
Wing, base, cavity, and upper MPSnozzle
Cp( ) pressure coefficient
Cy CY Ascent vehicle side force coefficient
Cn CYN Ascent vehicle yawing moment coefficient
cw Mean aerodynamic chord of exposed wing
panel (based on SW), inches
ACp DELCP Incremental pressure distribution between
opposite sides of the MPSnozzles (see
table II, p. 59)
ASRMPR DSRMPR Incrementation SRMnezzle pressure ratio,
(power on - power off)
AOPR DOPR Increment in orbiter nozzle pressure ratio,
(power on - power off)
_Caf
:'_ DDCAFR Incremental effect of power on axial force
>Sr coefficient rudder effectiveness
:_CN
_, DDCNDR Incrementaleffect of power on normal force
_r coefficient rudder effectiveness
_Cmf
A DDCMFR Incrementaleffect of power on pitchinq
__r moment coefficient rudder effectiveness;
includes forebody axial force
_C
Y DDCYDR Incremental effect of power on side-force






_C_ DDCBLR Incremental effect of power on rolling
moment coefficient rudder effectiveness
26r
A_C__ DDCYNR Incremental effect of power on yawing
_r moment coefficient rudder effectiveness
_CAf DCAFDR Forebody axial force coefficient ruddereffectiveness
r
_CN DCN/DR Normal force coefficient rudder effective-
ness
26r
_Cmf DCMFDR Pitching moment coefficient rudder effec-tiveness; includes forebody axial force
_ effectr
_Cy DCY/DR Side force coefficient rudder effectiveness
_6r
_Cc DCBLDR Rolling moment coefficient rudder effec-
tiveness
_r
_Cn DCYNDR Yawing moment coefficient rudder effective-
ness
?_r
_Cm/_ DCLM/DX Local pitching moment coefficient(x/de) N distribution with respect to x/de
_CN/ DCN/DX Local normal force coefficient
_(x/de) distributionwith respect to x/de
DCY/DX Local sid@ forge coefficient
_Cy/_ (x/de) distribution wlth respect to x/de







CN/A Normal force coefficientderivativewith
_ respect to alpha
_Cmf
CLMF/A Pitching moment coefficientderivativewith
_ respect to alpha; includes forebody axial
force effect
_Cy
CY/B Side force coefficientderivative with
_B respect to beta
_C_
CBL/B Rolling moment coefficientderivativewith
_6 respect to beta
_Cn
CYN/B Yawing moment coefficientderivativewith
_ respect to beta
X(a.c.)a/_v XAC/L Longitudinallocation cf the aerodynamic
center in pitch (XAC/L)and yaw (XYAC/L)
X(a.c.)6/_v. XYAC/L based on an overall ascent vehicle lengthof 2175 inches F.S.
_CN
DC;;/A Incrementaleffect of power on normal force
_ coefficientalpha derivative
_Cmf
A DCMF/A Incrementaleffect of power on pitching
_ moment coefficientalpha derivative;fore-
body axial force effect included
_Cy
A DCY/B Incrementaleffect of power on side force
_6 coefficient beta derivative
_C
A___ DCBL/B Incrementaleffect of power on rolling







A DCYN/B Incremental effecC of power on rolling
_ moment coefficientbeta derivative
A(Xa.c./C) DXAC/L Incrementaleffect of power on longitudinal
center of pressure
A(Ya.c./C) DYAC/L Incrementaleffect of power on lateral-
directionalcenter of pressure
A(CN) DCN Incrementaleffect of power on normal force
coefficient
A(CAf ) DCAF Incremental effect of power on forebodyaxial force coefficient
A(CAb) DCAB Incremental effect of power on base forcecoefficient
A(Cmf) DCLMF Incremental effect of power on pitchingmoment coefficient
_(Cy) DCY Incrementaleffect of power on side force
coefficient
A(Cn) DCYN Incrementaleffect of power on yawing
moment coefficient
A(C_) DCBL Incrementaleffect of power on rolling
moment coefficient
d Distance from N2 gage to MRP (positive
forward of MRP) inches
de , DEx Diameter of nozzle at exit plane
DIN Diameter of nozzle at entrance plane
DT Diameter of nozzle at throat








f Distancefrom MRP to Yl gage (positive
forward of MRP)
GPI Upper orbiter nozzle; degrees of pitch that
the engine is ginballedfrom null
GP2 Lower left orbiter nozzle; degrees of pitch
that the engine is gimballed from null
GP3 Lower right orbiter nozzle; degrees of pitch
that the engine is gimballed from null
GP4 Left SRM nozzle
GP5 Right SRM nozzle
GYI Upper orbiter nozzle; degrees of yaw that
the engine is gimballedfrom null
GY2 Lower left orbiter nozzle; degrees of yaw
that the engine is gimballed from null
GY3 Lower right orbiter nozzle; degrees of yaw
that the engine is gimballed from null
Gp_(_ Gimbal pitch angle of nozzle from nulli position (denotedby subscript),degrees
Gimbal yaw angle of nozzle from null
Gy( ) position (denotedby subscript),degrees
g Distance from MRP to Yp gage (positive
forward of MRP), inche_
i Incidenceangle of orbiter reference plane
with respect to EOHT referenceplane,
degrees
Elevon hinge moment gaze calibrationfactor








Ratio of measured to theoretical exit
Krpe pressure Pe meas/Petrue
Kr Rudder hinge moment gage calibration factor,
in.-Ibs/cts
Kij Wing gage calibration factor, in.-Ib/ct
where i = gage number and j = order of K in
the second degree calibration curve fit
Rolling moment balance output, in.-Ibs
_REF LREF Ascent vehicle moment reference length,
inches
M® MACH Tunnel freestream Mach number
ml 2,3 Wing strain gage output (uncorrected for
' ' interactions) in.-Ibs; where 1 is the in-
board bending gage, 2 is the outboard
bending gage, and 3 is the torsion gage
MI,2,3 Wing strain gage output which has been
corrected for interactions, in.-Ibs; where
1 is the inboard bending gage, 2 is the
outboard bending gage, and 3 is the torsion
gage
!
ml,2,3 Wing strain gage output, raw data counts,
where l is the inboard bending gage, 2 is
the outboard bending gage, and 3 is the
torsion gage
l
Elevon hinge moment gage output, raw data
me ( ) counts where subscriptdenotes inboard or
outboard panel
MPSRA Orbiter MPS nozzle rotation angle, deg.
l








XMRP Moment referencepoint in X,Y,Z coordinates,
MRP(x'Y'Z) YMRP inches
ZMRP
Nl Forward normal force gage output, pounds
N2 Aft normal force gage output, pounds
N_ Normal force on exposed wing panel, pounds
Pc/Pt OPR Ratio of orbiter chamber pressure (Pc) tofreestream total pressure
P( ) Model pressure, psfa
Pc( ) Nozzle plenum total pressure denoted by a
subscript
Nozzle exit static pressure (denotedby a
Pe( ) subscript),psia
E., Tunnel static pressure,psfa
Power POWER Nozzle power supply: Power = l.O - ON
Power = 0.0 - OFF
Pt Tunnel total pressure, psfa
Pc/P_. Ratio of plenum total pressure to freestream
pressure
Pe/Pt. SRMPR Ratio of SRM nozzle exit pressure to free-
stream total pressure
pc/Pt Ratio of plenum total pressure to Pt'
,RPc( ) denoted by a subscript
pe/Pt Ratio of nozzle exit static pressure to Pt'' RPe( ) denoted by a subscript
q Q(PSF) Tunnel freestream dynamic pressure, psf
Rn/L RN/L Tunnel Reynolds number, per foot






r/r, Ratio of the local radius to the critical
throat radius for the MF3 nozzles
Se Elevon area (total one side) ft2
SN Referencearea for nozzle, ft2
Sr Rudder area, ft2
SREF SREF Ascent vehicle coefficientreference
area, ft2
Sw Area of one exposed wing panel (includes
glove area), ft
T® Tunnel freestreamstatic temperature,°R
Tt Tunnel total temperature,°R
Model pressureweighting factor,
WFi either 0 or l
X Distance forward of nozzle exit plane
x/c X/C Chord-wisewing locaLion, fractionof
the chord
x/de X/DE Ratio of the distance forward of the nozzle
exit to the internaldiameter of the nozzle
exit
X/r, Ratio of the distance forward of the nozzle
exit to the critical throat radius of the
MPS nozzles
XG Distance from orbiter MPS nozzle gimbal to
exit plane







X° Orbiter longitudinalstation, inches
XT EOHT longitudinalstation, inches
XW Distance between wing bending gage
mI and m2, inches
Yo Orbiter spanwlse station, inches
Orbiter spanwise station of exposed wing
YROOT root chord, inches
YT EOHT spanwise station, inches
y Spanwise distance from the exposed wing root
chord to the m2 gage (positivewhen m2 gage
is outboard of reference station),model
scale inches
y/de Y/DE Lateral distance from the nozzle centerline
as a fraction of the nozzle exit internal
diameter
ZbAcPs Vertical distance from centroid of ACPS basearea to MRP (positiveabove MRP), inches
ZbEOHT Vertical distance from centroid of EOHT basearea to MRP (oositiveabove MRP), inches
ZboMs Vertical distance from centroid of OMS basearea to MRP (positiveabove MRP), inches
Vertical distance from centroia of OMS
ZbOMSN nozzle base area to MRP (positiveabove MRP),
inches
ZboRB Vertical distance from centrold of ORB basearea to MRP (positiveabove MRP), inches
19
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ZbSRM Vertical distance from centroid of SRM base
area to MRP (positiveabove MRP), inches
Verticaldistance from centroid of EOHT
ZCEOHT cavity area to MRP (positiveabove MRP),
inches
Vertical distance from centroid of orbiter
ZCORB cavity area to MRP (positiveabove MRP),
inches
Vertical distance from centroid of SRM
ZCSRM cavity area to MRP (positiveabove MRP),
inches
Vertical distance from centroid of orbiter
ZNORB nozzle exit area to MRP (positiveabove MRP),
inches
ZNSRM Vertical distance from centroid of SRMnozzle exit area to MRP (positiveabove MRP),
inches
Zo Orbiter vertical station, inches
ZT EOHT vertical station, inches
Z/de Z/DE Vertical distance from the nozzle centerlineas a fraction of the nozzle exit internal
d;ameter
ALPHA Ascent vehicle angle of attack, degrees
6 BETA Ascent vehicle angle of sideslip, degrees
y Angle of some radial direction in the base
planes to the nozzle centerline,degrees
AILRON Aileron deflection defined as (6aL aaR)/2,6a
degrees









6r RUDDER Rudder deflection,degrees
(_mll (_m3 1( First order interactionfor wing bending and
... torsion gages. (1) denotes first order term
_-_2/() ' _,_-_-I ) in a 2nd degree curve fit, (2) denotes second
order term in a 2nd degree curve fit
n ETA Spanwisewing station, fraction of the semi-
span
°FR THETAF Angle of resultantforce, CFR, measured
from top centerlineof the nozzle, positive
in a clockwisedirection when looking
forward, degrees
°M R THETAM Angle of resultantmoment, CMR, measured
from top centerlineof the nozzle, positive
in a clockwisedirectionwhen looking
forward, degrees
oN Rotation angle of MPS nozzles in ball
sockets (clockwiserotation as looking
forward is positive),degrees
PHI Radial angle on MPS nozzles with ¢ = 0° on
top, _ = 90° on the right side, = 180o on
bottom, and ¢ - 2700 on left side, degrees
_. PSl Nozzle angle of yaw, degrees
SUBSCRIPTS DEFINITION
a aileron
ACPS attitude control propulsionsystem
b base
e eleven





















l top MPS nozzle
2 ]eft MPS nozzle
3 right MPS nozzle
4 left SRM nozzle






The model test was an O.Olg scale representationof the Rockwell/NASA
configurationof the integratedspace shuttle vehicle. The model had the
capabilityof cold jet simulationof the jet plumes generated f_om the SRM
and MPS nozzles.
The 2A orbiterwas rigidly attached to the EOHT at 0° incidencewith
respectto the EOHT centerline. The orbiter MPS nozzles were attached to
the non-metricair supply system which runs through the sting.
The 4 configurationEOHT was mounted on a 2.5 inch sting mounted in-
ternal balance.
i The 4 configurationSRM's were rigidly attached to the EOHT with the
SRM centerlineon waterplane XT = 0.0" and butt plane YT = 243" full scale.
i The nozzle; could be deflected +7° pitch and +7° yaw.
The ,._biterright-handwing panel had forty (40) static pressure taps
and the 'eft-handwing is attached to the orbiter by a single flexure
three-co,,¢3nentmoment balance. The elevon panels on the left-handwing
panel were attached by means of single-componentmoment balances.
The vertical tail rudder had the capabilityof being deflected +lO°.
The rudder panel was attached to the vertical tail by means of a single-
componentmoment balance.
Nozzle Gimbal Angles & ReferenceSystems fo- An_le Measurement
The orbiter has three MPS nozzles whose individualgimbal points
each define the origin of three separate referencesystems. These ref-
erence systems are shown in figure 2.a. Positive indicationsof qimbal
pitch and gimbal yaw are shown.
Figure 2.b. is an enlarged view of one of these referencesystems.
All three planes shown are at right angles to one another. The dashed
lines are projectionsof the nozzle centerlineonto the pitch and yaw
planes of the reference system. (_) is the angle of pitch; either up
or down. (_) is the angle of yaw; either right or left. Each nozzle
is physicallyset to d gimbal angle of pitch and for yaw by an appara-
tus which measures (¢); some radial direction in the base plane, and
(y);theangle from that radial to the nozzle centerline. The + sector




270° to 360° 0° to +90° 0° to +90°
180° to 270° 0° to -90° 0° to +90°
90° tO 180° 0° to -90° 0° tO -90°
0° to 90° 0° to +90° 0° to -90°
All test programsfor this model use the symbol Gp as the angle
that the ccnterlineof the nozzle is pitched (up or down) and Gy as the
angle that the centerlineof the nJzzle is yawed (right or left). Up
and left are both in the positivedirection.
Since all angles are defined from the nozzle null position,the
relationshipsare as follows:
(1) Gp = a - anull
(2) Gy = _ - _null
Where _nullisthe angle that the nozzle centerline is pitched from
the referencesystem axis to null position and _nullisthe angle that
the nozzle centerlineis yawed from the referencesystem axis to null
position(figure 2.b.).
anull and _null are specifiedfor each MPS nozzle in the dimensional
data for N9 and NlO. It should be noted here that a side view of the
of the orbiter shows that the nozzle base plane is rotated 13° fr ver-
tical. Therefore,the three independentnozzle referencesystem° for
nozzleoitch differ from the orbiter'sXo, Yo' Zo reference system by
a 13° rotationangle from vertical.
The followingequationswere used to convert nozzle gimbal angles
a and ¢ to ¢ and y, the two angles that the fixture uses to duplicate
the given angles:
-TAN_A _
(1) TAN¢ : TANa
SINe + COS¢
(2) TANy = YAN_ - TAN_
24
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Also, for the followingfixture settings, the angle B : 90 - Y.
Top Nozzle:
Aero Setting Fixture Setting
¢ e
Null & Firing; Gy, Gp = 0 0° +3°
Gp = II 0° +14°
Gp = -ll 180° 8°
Gy = 9 288° 9.5°
Gy = -9 71.7 ° 9.5°
Gp = II, Gy -9 32.5° 16-5°
Bottom Left Nozzle
Aero Settin9 Fixture Setting
¢ e
Firing; Gy = -3.5 180° 3°
Gp : II 336.5° 8.70
Gp = -ll 193.6° 14.4°
Gy = 9 256.7 12.8°
Gy = -9 I18.3° 6.20
Gp = ll,Gy= -9 34.42 9.7°





Aero Settin9 Fixture Settin9
¢ e
Firing; Gy = 3.5 180° 3°
Gp _ Il 23.5° 8.7°
Gp = -ll 166.2° 14.4°
Gy = 9 241.8° 6.2°
Gy = -9 I03.3° 12-8°
Gp = II, Gp = -9 57.7° 14.7°
Gy,Gp = 0 130.6° 4.6°
Model Nomenclature



























Blo,C5, D7, F4, M3, N8,




BIo,C5, D7, F4, M3, N8,
Nlo,Nl7, V5, R5, W87,Els,
X8, Slo,Tlo
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The 8-Foot TransonicWind Tunnel was placed in operation in December
of 1956 as the result of modernizing the 12-Foot Variable Density Wind
Tunnel to extend its operation through the transonic range. The tunnel
has a perforatedthroat and an auxiliary pumping system for plenum pump-
ing. The continuous circuit tunnel is capable of operatingfrom I/6 to
2-I/2 atmospherestotal pressure, thereby providinga wide range of test
Reynolds numbers as well as Mach numbers. The range of operating pres-
sures is necessarilylimitedby the total power available at the higher
Mach numbers. Pumping the tunnel to these conditionsis done by four
centrifugalcompressorsfor above one atmospheretesting and by seven
compressorsfor below one atmosphere. Evacuationof the tunnel to 800
psf total pressure can be accomplishedby use of the auxiliary compressor
from atmosphericpressure. This procedure takes approximately8 minutes.
Consequently,at least an initial expenditureof time is necessary to
bring the tunnel to the desired operating conditions. During model
changes, two gate valves isolate the test section from the tunnel proper,
making it necessaryto bring only the test sphere to atmosphericcondi-
tions. By careful planningof the test program, it is then possible to
reduce pumping time to a minimum.
The test section of the tunnel is a removablecart. In many in-
stances this feature permits the installationof a model prior to testing,
resulting in a saving of tunnel time. Three carts are in active use: a
sting cart for the testing of sting-mounted,full-spanmodels, a reflec-
tion plane cart for use with semi-span reflectionplane models, and the
fairing cart for full-spanmodels mounted from a plate.
Low speed airflow calibrationshave been performed for free-stream
velocities from 5 to 90 feet per second. Velocities in this range are
steady and can be set accuratelyusing a fixed main drive blade angle
and varyinq the rpm. Low speed tests may be run within the operating
tunnel densities of I/6 of an atmosphereto 2.5 atmospheres.
More explicit details of the tunnel and its operationalcharacter-






The right hand orbiter wing pane] was instrumentedwith forty (40)
static pressure taps. A total of sixteen (16) base and cavity taps were
installedfor use in correctingchord force measurements.
The orbiterMPS nozzles each had twelve (12) external static taps at
various radial and longitudinallocations.
JET PLUME SIMULATION
The CALSPAN high pressureair supply was utilized for cold jet plume
simulationof the jet plumes emanating from the orbiter MPS and SRM
nozzles. The orbiter MPS and SRM nozzles had independentcontrols for
separate throttlingof each system of nozzles. Plume shapes for various
Mach numbers were produced by setting specific values of Pc/Pt for the
orbiter nozzles and Pe/Pt for the SRM nozzles. An error in the calibra-
tion of the air supply system resulted in inaccuratesettings of the SRM
nominal pressure ratios during the test. Listed below are theoretical
and actual values of the pressure ratios.
Pc/P= Pc/P= Pe/Pt Pe/Pt Pc/Pt Pc/Pt
NOZZLE M® THEORETICAL ACTUAL THEORETICAL ACTUAL THEORETICAL ACTUAL
(NOMINAL) (NOMINAL) (NOMINAL)
Orbiter .9 47.87 47.87 .3370 .3370 28.31 28.31
Orbiter 1.2 93.77 93.77 .4310 .4310 36.20 36.20
SRM .9 155 167 1.878 2.02 gi.97 98.9
SRM 1.2 266 308 2.105 2.33 102.703 ll9.O
FORCE INSTRUMENTATION
The EOHT was mounted on the CALSPAN 2.5 inch Task MK Ill six-compo-
nent internalbalance. The model angle of attack was indicated by an
i NASA/AMESdangleometerand angle of sideslipwas indicated by the sector
read out plus sting/balancedeflections. The sting was mounted on the
CALSPAN double roll mechanism.
_ 29
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TESTING AND PROCEDURE (Concluded)
HINGE MOMENT INSTRUMENTATION
The left hand wing panel was mounted on a single-flexure,three-
componentmoment balance. The two elevons of the left hand wing panel





Data were obtained at angles of attack from -8° to +6° at B = 0°,
and angles of sideslip from -6° to +6° at _ = 0° for run number 15
through ll6. The high pressure supply hoses were removed from the sting
for runs If7 through 120 so that angle of attack could be obtained from
-8° to +8° at B = 0° and angle of sideslip from -8° to +8° at _ = 0°.
The MPS nozzle pressure loads were obtained during runs 19 through
78. Wing and top MPS pressure (BN = 0°) data were obtained during runs
81 through 120. For runs 81 through 120, wing taps I06, I07, I08, I09,
214, 215, 309, 310, 412 were not measured so that top MPS nozzle taps
l, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, lO, II and 12 could be measured. The high pressure
air supply hoses were removed from the test section during runs ll7
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DATAREDUCTION
The balance data were reduced to coefficient form and corrected for
all appropriate tunnel corrections, sting/balance deflections, and tares.
The reference area, SREF, for all ascent vehicle coefficients is the
theoretical wing total planform area. The reference length, _REF, for the
pitching, rolling, and yawing moment coefficients is the fuselage body
length. Chord force and pitching moment balance coefficients were adjusted
for the effect of cavity pressures according to the following equations:
Ascent vehicle total chord force coefficient (CA):
= + + + + +
CAT CABAL CACoRB CACEoHT CACsRM CANoRB CANsRM
where:














































A_,cent vehicle total pitching moment coefficient (Cmt):
• [ZCol_], [ZCoRB]
c"t • c'%m"- C^c°_ [_REF J + CAboRB [LREFJ
in,o,,,]. FZco.H. -Zco..l
+ C'_o_[LREFJ- CACEo.T[_' jT-EFJ + C^b_-O.T'RE'_J
. [ZCs_] , [ZCsR,] [ZNs,Ml
- CACsRN [_REF J + CAbsRM t_J + c'_'s_ t,_rJ
[Zco,_l . [Z.o,_1 [ZC_o.rl
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Forebody chord force coefficient(CAf):
CAf = CAT - CAboRB - CAbEoHT " CAbsRM
- CAboMs - CAboMSN - CAbAcPS
where:
2_4Cpi AbORB


























i - CAboHsN [ t'P_F J - CAbAcPS [ £REF
i
1
Wing, base, cavity, and upper MPS nozzle pressure coefficient (CPi):
Component hinge moment data:
The left hand wing panel was instrumentedwith a single-flexurethree
componentmoment balance. This balancewas temperaturecompensatedand
gave accuratemeasurementsat all tunnel temperatures.
The two elevons of the left hand wing panel and the r_dder were each
instrumentedwith single componentmoment balances. These balances were
not temperaturecompensatedand experiencedlarge zero shifts during the
test. During any specificpitch or yaw run,the zero shifts were negligible.
However, during a series of pitch and yaw runs,the zero shifts happenedat
a point that cannot be determined. The sensitivitydid not change. The
tabulateddata for these components (CHel, CHeo, CHr) are presentedand
should be used for defining magnitude of the moment load.
Elevon hinge moment (CHe):
_I KeI




Ciieo " q Se _e (outboard)
CEieT- CHel + CHeo
where:
m ° o few cta
K - callbratton factor(in.oXb/cta_
Rudder hinge moment CCHr):
mr Kr
% " qsr
Wing bending and torsion:
Convert raw data counta &o Sn.-Xba: (buLc alopea)
_ere :
O' • rev date ¢ta
K/j m csXLbracion fector(Ln,-lb/ct)and $ • isis number
J • order of tern of second desree curve fL&
mI - m_ Kll + (m_) 2 _X2 (Lnboard tap)
u2 • u_ t21  (u_)2 E22 (outboard 8aSs)
m3 • m_ E31 + (m_) 2 K32 (tore£on 8eJe_
| 37
1976006096-041
Taking interactions into account:
"1""-LtN 4 °:+tN4 <°_>_-Lt_),."_+tN/_%>j
":"°:- Lt_A°_+tN/_<°_>:-Lt"--;4=_+tg4 %>
"_" "3-L\_A'_ + <o_>_- l\_)_ :_+ <"_>_
Determine loads and coefficients:
NW
CNw" q s_---7
(M2 + Yw NW)
CBI_ - q SW bw
M3
GHW " q SW _
8 " _
1976006096-042
IJet plume parameters (RPc(), RPe( )):




Full Scale Model Scale
AbAcPS 28.42 ft2 0.01026 ft2
AbEOHT 572.56 ft2 0.2067 ft2
AboMS 16.973 ft2 0.00613 ft2
AboMsN 25.631 ft2 0.00925 ft_
AbORB 226.75 ft2 0.08186 ft2
AbsRM 183.01 ft2 0.0661 ft2
ACEoHT 366.5 ft2 0.132 ft2
ACoRB 302.40 ft2 0.I092 ft2
ACSRM 181.378 ft2 0.0654 ft2
ANoRB 141.44 ft2 O.0511 ft2





Full Scale Model Scale
bw 363. 341 6.903
C-e 90.7 in 1.723 in.
c- 74.4 in. 1.414 in.r
_v 513.474 in. 9.756 in
d -- -11.283 in.
e -- 0.0 in.
f -- -3.533 in.
g -- -10.533 in.
Kel (Pos) = 26.20 in. mv-lb-v (Neg) = 26.39 in. mv-lb-v
Keo (Pos) = 27.03 in. mv-lb-v (Neg) = 27.42 .in.mv-lb-v
Krpe (ORB) = 1.060 (SRM) = TBD
Kr (Pos) = 20,80 in. -Ib-v (Neg) = 20.885in" -Ib-vmv mv
KII (Pos)= 463.1672 inlbv (Neg): 476.3954 inlbvmv mv
KI2 (Pos)= 0.0 (Neg): 0.0
inlbv inlbv
K21 (Pos): 436.8877 mv (Neg)= 437.4474 mv
K22 (Pos)= 0.0 (Neg)= 0.0
K31 (Pos): 539.9926 inlbv (Neg)= 538 9718 inlbv
mv " mv
K (Pos)= 0.0 (Neg)= 0.0
_REF 1328.0 in 25.232 in.
40
1976006096-044
Full Scale Model Scale
Se 210.0ft2 per wing panel 0.0758 ft2
Sr I06.38 ft2 0.0384 ft2
SW I006.5 ft2 0.363 ft2
SREF 2690.0 ft2 0.971 ft2
XW -- 0.5638 in.
XHL 1250.79 in. 23.765 in.
YW -- 0.1423 in.
YROOT I05.0 in. 1.995 in.
ZbAcPS 402.987 in. 7.656 in.
ZbEOHT 0.0 0.0
ZboMs 415.505 in. 7.895 in.
ZboMsN 437.94 in. 8.321 in.
ZbORB 310.0 in. 5.89 in.
ZbsRM 0.0 0.0
ZCEOHT 0.0 0.0




Full Scale Model Scale
335.0 in. 6.36 in
ZNoRB
ZNSRM O.0 O.0

























-0.031554 inlbv -0 034948 inlbvmv • mv
• 1
_M_M_23> 0.0 0.0
The orbiter MPS nozzle pressure data were integratedusing Chrysler
Corporation'sSADSAC program to obtain the load distributionsalong the
nozzle axis and the total nozzle loads. Integrationof the pressure
data (first integration)was performed according to the following
equations (see Figure 8):
360
_--_e) = - S_ f0 Cp d (R sin ¢)
dCm =. j-360CXde Cp _e - X_I d (R sin_)de
_(x/d-_e SN 0
dCy = de r 360 Cpd (R cos ¢)o
dC . de 360 C X Xe_d__/




Full Scale Model Scale
t
SN 49.4 ft2 .01783 ft2
de 90.73 in. 1.7238 in.
XG 158 in. 3.002 in.
These integrationswere performedon the curve fits of CO vs. PHI
displayed on plot pages 73-144. The resultant local loads coefficients
are plotted against x/de on plot pages 289-384.
The integrationsfor total nozzle CN, Cm, Cy, and Cn (second inte-
gration) were performed according to the following equations:
CN = fl.0 dCN d(x/de)
o
l•0 dCm
Cm = f d(x/de)o
l.O dCy d(x/de)
Cy = f d(xlde)0
l.0 dCn
Cn = _ _e) d(xlde)
The load distributionswere extended to the limits of integration
by assuming ze:o values for the local load coefficientsat both limits.
These added end points were then included in the curve fit used for the
second integration. TF_ load distributionplots do not irclude the inte-
gration limits and therefore the plot fairingswill not be the same as






I TEST : CALSPANT14-053 l [DATE : 22 June '73
REYNOLDSNUMBER DYNAMICPRESSURE;TAGNATIONTEMPERATUREMACHNUMBER (perunitlength) (pounds/sq.inch) (degreesFahrenheit)
.9 2.75 x lO6 480 135
1.2 2.25 x 106 440 140
J
2.5 INCH TASK MK IIIBALANCEUTILIZED:
COEFFICIENT
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE:
1400 I bs .5%NF
YF 700 Ibs .5%
AF 280 Ibs .5%
NA 1400 I bs .5%
YA 700 I bs .5%
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GENERALDESCRIPTION: FuselaKe, 2A Confip,uration, l/Fhtwei_,ht Orbiter per
Rockwell Tines VL70-0_89 "B".
i ,
Scale Mode] = 0.019
VL70-OOOOP,9 "B"
VLTO-OOOO92, 9], 94 "A"
DRAWlNGNUMBER" S,S_A_O0092
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODELSCALE
Length _-- in. 1528.3 25.238
Max. Width---in.(_Xo= 152S.3) 265.0 5.u35
Max. Depth -'- in. (,_ = l&gO. 52) 2&R.O 4.712
FinenessRatio 5.OlP 5.o12
Area _- Ft.2
Ma_. Cross-Secti onal z,56.L o.16LR
Planform - -
Wetted - -i i
Base - -m





6ENERALDESCRIPTION: C)I'b_ter Canopy for IiEht Weight Orbiter Configuration
il
Model Scale = 0.019





i STA. F_D. _llkhead, in ]91,0 7.&29
STA. T.E., in _60.0 lO.6LU





MODELCOMPONENT: D7 - ManipulatorHeusin[_ ........
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: .2A Confi_uratlonPer Rockwell Lines VL79-OOOO93
. i, . . m
Scale Mode_ = 0.019
| , | , , , •
DRAWING NUMBER: VLTO_EXX)093;SS-A_0092
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODELSCALE
Length _ in. _?I.0 16.739i ,m
Max. Width ---in. 51.0 0.969i | , ., |.
Max.Depth_-in. 23.0 0,&37i i i . B
FinenessRatio -. _ -
Area





_Fus_lage BP = 0.0
WP = 500.0 INF$




.... TABLE III. (Continued)
MODELCOMPONENT:_ WI_-W 8? LighCwei_:htOrbiter
i _ i
I GENERAL DESCRIPTION:.O.'biCer ConfiKuration per Rockwel ! Lines VL70-OOOO_
NOTE: (D;hedral angle is defined at the low_r
elJ-.ent _Line
............. projected into.a pla_neperpendictLlar t.o.the FI_L.
Scale Model = 0.01_|, j [ i • • i im i i ii •
TESTNO. .. NO.vL?o  oo9]
_: SSA-A00091, 92





Span (Theo In, _ 17.797_
AspectRatio 2._65 .....2 26_
Rateof Taper _ _ 1.177
Taper Ratio _ 0.200
DihedralAngle,degrees _ , )._o0
IncidenceAngle,degrees _._ _.0o0




0.25 ElementLine "_]_'/I_)'_ " 35.2o9
Chords:_.IN
Root (Theo)B.P.O.O. 089.2z, I).O96
Tip, (Theo)B.P. _ 2.619 '
MAC _'L'_._-r'-- "" 9.O21 -
Fus,Sta.of.Z5MAC Z.6o
W.P. of .25MAC _ 5.685
B.L.of .Z5MAC _ _3._,_0
EXPOSEDDATA
'" 'Arena'(Theo) Ftz 1752.29 o.633
Span,(Theo) In. BPI08 _
Aspect Ratio _
Taper Ratio _ 0.2J.
Chord_
RootBPI08 -_ __/_Q._i_.
Tip 1.00 b _
MAC .3t0.o_ ?._68
Fus. S_;a.of .2S MAC _
W.P. of .25 MAC S.?O_ _
B.L. of .25 MAC 4.783
AirfollSection (Rockwell ModNASA) ....
XXXX-64
t/c gRoot b • 0._25 0.10 0.I0
¢/0 (_Ttp b - 0.12 O.122" 1.00 ....
|r" Datafor (1) ot: (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff
Flanform Area Ft" ,, O_OL_L--






HOO[LCOMPONENT: El8 - El.yon
m
GENERALDESCRIPTION: 2A Confi_mration Per W-87 Rockwell Lines VL70-000093
Data for (i) of (2) Sides




Area .._ Ft,2 20_. _2 . 0.0742
Span (equivalent) -_ in. 353.3_ 6.713
Inb'd equivalent chord (B.P.115.O_Jl),Jm ]-14.78 2.181
Outb'd equivalent chord (B.P./,68.3in),_m 55.00 1.0_)
Ratio movable surface chord/
tota_ surface chord
At Inb'd equtv, chord 0.208 0.208
At Outb'dequiv,chord 0._o0 O.Z,O0
SweepBackAngles,degrees
LeadlngEdge 0.00 0.00
Tat 1tng Edge -10.2_ -10.2/t ,
H1ngellne(Xo-1387"v, _' 0.00 0..00
Area Noment (Normal to hinge 1the) pt,3 !m_Sz,8.O? 0.:01062
Productof AreaMoment
t
NOTE: The el.yonpanelconsistsof an Inan and OutBD sepent. The





I MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V5 (I.iRhtWt: Orbiter r_onfiKuration)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centeril,ne Vertie,%]T_],. IJcubie'm/eddyAirfoil _t_
Rounded Leadin_ DJF.e
t •
Model Scale . ,0_01o
DRAWING NUMBER,: 97v-?0_095 ; $_-A-00092
D.I_IENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCN.E
TOTAL DATA
Area (Thou) F_2 &13.2_ O.IAO2
Planform
Span (Theo) In 3i5.7C 5.9?9
Aspect Ratio l.g?_ 1.6?_
Rate of Taper -6L507 o. 50?
Taper Ratio O.LO_ -0..404
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge _f,.(;oO 4_.O_K)
Trailing Edge 26.Pt,'_ 2(,._#Zt?
0.25 Element Line '41._3o _,1._,_,
Chords: Inches
Root (Theo) WP 2A.9._0 5.102
Tip (Theo) WP 108._,? 2.o(,1
MAC 199._] 3.7,o4
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _1i.6_.% 27._,? .
W. P. of .25 MAC '_5._2 -- 12.0?5
B. L. of .25 MAC 0,0 0.o
Airfoil S_,._ion
Leading Wed§e Angle _ {)eg I_0.00 ...IJ_L_(L_L___
Trailing Wedge Angle _ Deg IL.92 ---//_Q2..-.
Leading Edge Radius, IN 2.00 __..O.(_,'_
Void Area-_c. _




MODEL COMPONENT: R} - Rudder
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Config_urationper Rockwell Lines VL 70-00(0)95.
Scale Model = 0.017
DRAWING NUMBER: VL?O-O00095 5S-A00091, 92
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area _ _2 i_._ O.O_eL
Span (equivalent)---IN 201.0 3.819
Inb'd equivalentchord, IN _I._ .l.TlrO
Outb'd equivalentchord, IN 50.833 O.766
Ratio _vable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord oJ,qo 0.4uO
At Outb'd equiv, chord O.J_O0 0:_00
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge .,_._.B3._ .3A.83
Tailing Edge 26.2} 26.2_
Htngeline 3_.83 _&._
Area Moment (Normal to hinge ltne),,-l_3 }26.1_ 0.00_61




MODELCOMPONENT: M_ - OMSPOD
GENERALDESCRIPTION: 2A Lig_tw_ight Orbiter Configuration per Ro::kw_llLines
,VLTO-OOOO?_"A'
Scale Model = 0.019
DRAWINGNUHBER: VL70-OOOO9L "A"; SS-A-O00c;2
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length -,_ in. 346.0 _.57L_
Max. Width---in. ,4X_ IASO.O i08.0 _,0_2,
Max. Depth_in. _ Xo 15o0.0 ].I3.F_ 2.162
FinenessRatio - -
Area
Ma_. Cross-Sectional - -




?o = 463.9 INFS: WPLbO+ 63.9= A63.9INFS
Yo = 80.0INFS




'_r.LL (,Ob_PONiiN'F: NR - OM:3 Nozzle
J , J J ,
':t"qRAL [,k'_.ilIPT_ON: P_'_sicO,_45Nozzle of th< ,hAConfi_urat.ioneo _'r F.o,:k:.;,._Li
T_:\e]_Vt,/C£-O0'.?_06 _md VLTO-OO008 _ "B"
,': ,-de _' " Q,pi9. _-'-ps_e_
;'_'.'_ING NO. VL70-OO8306, 7L70-OOOOP,9"B", $5-AOOO92
!'I'!ENS IONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCAI.F-
MAO{ NO....
DIAb_TER DEX -- IN ,50.OO _,,.75C,
DIA,V,ETI;R DT _ IN _/t I ._
DIAMI,'rLRD IN -,-,IN _?,q.OO (;. 532
e,_ _-DEGREES N/;, ;_/A _..
AREA _ _._t2
MAX CROS S-S ECFIONAL _ __,.u _04'.<--..
GI_mAL ORIGIN X9 ._ yQ _._____
left NOZZLE _ IN 151_ -_h_.O ae. :.
I_ _'ht NOZZLE --- IN 151}_ +_R.O &92
NULL POSITION PITCtl YAW
i,et'L NOZ_I.£ _ Dez. 1>o/t_, -12" .'
Rtr:i_t. NOZZLE,-'-.,-Deg. ]>°,'t{_' ,.12"1/'
Interse'!.ion oC _ozzle
i,L<_,t,}'l_,,:,. ,ml _orzif'
,or, herE:n,,: .----. iiw
xu = .5> v2k__G.'__. .". :,,,,
' ,ao..) * ._,''_6
A O -- , .





I MODEL COMPONENT: ,_:', !irbiterNozzles
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter Nozzles used for Col<iJet P1:_meSimulaticn at
". _V_ "": 1.55,2.O and _ 5 .._'= t<.), _ :.3.0 . . All Three Model _;ozzles are Mo:ml.ed to
Ball Sockets whi_:ha=_-_'owGLobal Angles of _.ii° Patch and +_9° law
from :;fILL. Moeel Scale = (I.(]19
DRAWING NO. SS-2,.-OO072i sS-A-qOO95
'_ DIMENSIONS FULL-SCAIA_ MODF.LSCALE
MAC_ NO. .o thru _.'
I
DIAMETER DEX --, IN 90.73 ..... l:'/:L3_ _
DIAMETER DT -_ IN 2_.126 O__L%
DIA._ETERDIN _. IN 37.3)6 0.7094
@N --DEGREES _ -
MLEA ,_'Pt"_
MAX CROSS-SECTIONAL (Exit) 1%_:g96 O.Ot62
GIMBAL ORIGIN Xo _ Y_ Z_.......
UPPER NOZZLE-- IN (F.S., Y.S.) 1445.0t_ 27.455 0.0, 0,0 443.0, R,,:'
BOTTOM NOZZLE -_ IN (F.S,, F,.S.) i__7:-9::2__.:_9o 5_.o, 1.oo9 342._,, (:.',_ '
NULL POSITION PITCH YAW
UPPER NO_ LE 16° O°
BCrI_OMNOZZLE iO° 3.5° (()qti,:')
REPRODUCIT31f,[Tf (_F'HI:.:





_r,,:l, . COMPONENT: _"l {) Orbiter ;,_ozzles
':ii'}:_,_L DESCRIPTION: Orbiter ,'.'o:,zles used for Cold Jet P]'±m,, .qimulr_t!on .:it.
;4 := 9 _ <_< _ _5 2 0 3.0. _d ] _.
7]ke ":cttcr' nc:'7,]es _imbal _+ i] ° _itch -+-9 ° Yaw il; P_l] So,::k,,_ts. The upper nJ_:i._
is r!xed at _-!! ° Pit c;{a.-9 ° Yaw and has twelve (12) external st4ti-' taps or:
::c7-'1e sqrf,_.ce. -Nodel Scale = 0.019
_m,,_;',INGO. SS-A-OOO9?i SS-A-OOO95
9 l!1!.:_JSIONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCAI.F
SIA_ NO. .q thru 3.5
DIAMETER DEX -_IN 90.7) 1.72_R
DIAHETER DT -_ IN 28.i._i6 6,._,,,
DIAMETER DIN -- IN 37. 336 0.70%
@N_ DEGREES
btkX CROSS-SECTIONAL (Lxit Fer _aozzle) 4a.g9L O.u162
glbmAL ORIGIN _ ,X£ Yo
UPPER NOZZLE _, IN (F.S., M.S.) l/_Z,5.O_ 27.455 O.(), O.O ,',_3.u, q.,."
BOTTOM NOZZLE ~ IN (F.S., M.S.) 1467.9, 27.,_90_1.OOO7 _L.510
NULL POSITION PITCH YAW
UPPER NOZZL£ 16 ° 0o
BOl"rOM _nT:,,:
...... lo o 3.s o (c_t,DD)
70 :,
1976006096-074
I TABLE III. (Continued)
MODELCOMPONENT" F_ _,tv F:',a_ ....
GENERALDESCRIPTION: Art Body Flap Used on Light Weight Orb.iter Confir_ration
Model Scale= 0.019
DRAWINGNUMBER: VL-?O-OOOO9A"A",SS-A-OCK)92
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length, in P_.70 1.609
Max.Width, in _ 245.99 5.035
Max. Depth - _
FinenessRatio - -
Area, vt "?







CC_.PONr_T: X8 Tranmition Stripm
DESCRIPTION: Transition grit strips used in AMES 9x7 wind tunnel.
Microbeads were used to make grit strip. Microbead
diameter equals 0.0065 inches.
Model Scale = 0.O19
LOCATIONS : (Dimensions Model Scale)
SRM: 2 inches aft of nose (O.125" wide strip)
EOHT: 6 inches aft of nose (G.125" wide strip)
WING: 0.5 inches perpendiculmr to wing leading edge
(O.125" wide strip)
VERTICAL TAIL: 0.25 inches perpendicular to tail leading
edge (0.125" wide strip)




I Model Component: Solid Rocket Motor (SI0)
General Description: Booster solid rocket motor, body of rew, lution
Data for I of z sides
Model Scale = 0.019
Drawing Number: VL77-000039
Dimensions: Full-Scale Model Scale
Length (includes nozzle), in. 1741.0 33.080
Max width (diameter), in. 142.0 Z. 698
Max depth (aft shroud 192.0 3. 648
diameter), in,
Fineness ratio 9. 0677 9. 0677
Area - ftZ




WP of BSR/V[ centerline, 400.0 ?.600
(XT), in.








Configuration to _hich the Orbiter and the _o Solid Rocket Motors attach
Bod_ of revolution




Length, IN (Nose @X¢ = 309.0) 1865.0 3_._35
Max. Width (Dia,), IN 324.0 .6.1)6
Max. Depth - -
Fineness Ratio _.7_617 5.75617
m
Area et2
Ma_. Cross-Sectional 572.56 0.2o67
Planfom , - ,-
Wetted - -
I ii, m|
• Base - -




/_ _e _ Z>'v's"//" .:t/
)'%.
9___7 _ _ z_/,g
J X,_ _'o,' : ,,. :v
• 34-_ ..... T-- TZ
z,", I / __ .,. I ./
,_' "---H"-" 3c
zo lzq s_
O 058 I i_, Zt.7 l, ZC//
._0 . 'IZ_ 7, 14, Z 6 ,". (r 7,',",
:: "I .f . '= : q Z
_0 .75.3 3, 15,
9o . _80 ,¢, j&., :, _ /. :'/4 /
/:_<, .40G 5, /l,Z? /.4/7_
/5C :':_2 G, IP ,&C /.Zs/ 4
/FO (_5_ 7, I?, _I i. 7-c<//
-'4,:: .7s3 9, Zl) 33 ,,'.e.".9;<
JzC b80 /O, z_.:?4. / CI# I
_C <) .406 II, Z S, 35 I. ,'4 19






















































M = 0.9, 1.2; E = 7.0
NONDIMENSIONALCOORDINATES
initial angle = 23° r* = 0.509 in.
exit lip angle : II°
POINT AXIAL RADIAL NOZZLE
NO. X/r* r/r* GEOMETRY
l 0.00000 l.O0000 Throat Plane
2 0.04689 1.00184
3 0.I1719 1.01155 Circular arc
4 0.16409 1.02286 section
5 0.21098 1.03832
6 0.23443 1.04766 Conical
7 0.54862 1.18106 section
8 0.80001 1.28777
9 0.86284 1.31443 Contoured
























1. : Upper _S Nozzle
Gtm_al Point
2. : Bottom-Left ._:;
Nozzle Gim_al Point
3. : Bottom-Rlgnt MPS
Notzle C_mbai Point
Figure 2.a. - timbal Planes and Sl£n Conventtona,
[ 79
1976006096-083
This plane is parallel to the
nozzle base plate. All glmbal Nozzle Pitch
angles are set and measured o Plane (shaded)













Figure 2.b.- Nozzle Gimbal Angle.
8O
1976006096-084
Angle of Sideslip, 8
Angle of Attack, _, and Angle of Incidence, i
e





Rudder Deflection Angle, 6r




E1evon Deflection Angle, 6e
and hinge moment, CHe





Xr=18.09" gr: @S /_ "
YT: 0.0" Yr= 0.0"
2'_-:7.60" N, y, zr-"7.60" Y_N,,
" • l 0 gaL,,,,:_,t:._
t
..,.--f : -,:7,_33 " - I
--" $ =-Io, 3"33 * J,
--__ ,_=-11.29J" -
Figure 2.f. -Homent Transfer Diagram.
84
1976006096-088
Figure 3.a. - Wing Pressure Tap Loc:tLons





¢ Fl_vre 3.c, - OHS Pod B_se Static Pressure Tap Locations.
87
1976006096-091





































I Nozzles _, N10
i
I I 2 r* rol ro rq





















DESICN INFORMATION FOR ORB-Z-ABC NOZZLE CONTOURS "_








,. .... • ,.. . , i ..... _- ...... i i i i i|l I •
1976006096-104
Figure7.a. - FrontViewof IntegratedVehicle.
lOl
1976006096-105
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